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We develop a systematic method of calculating the massless fermion propagation 
function and fermion-induced effective action in the background gauge field of an arbi- 
trary number of widely separated instantons and anti-instantons. The results exhibit a 
strongly non-local nature of instanton interactions with massless fermions. Using these 
results, we also demonstrate that the ordinary perturbation theory vacuum is not 
allowed in QCD with massless fermions, since the cluster decomposition for certain 
correlation functions is violated due to widely separated instanton-anti-instanton bound 
states. The underlying mechanism is identical to that in the Schwinger model. 
1. Introduction and summary 
In QCD, it is well-known that presence of massless fermions completely 
suppresses the tunnelling phenomenon between topologically distinct winding 
number vacua unless fermion pairs are created [l-3]. In Euclidean space-time 
description, this becomes manifest by the presence of normalizable zero eigen- 
modes for the fermion field equation operator in a background gauge field of non- 
zero Pontryagin number [l, 41. Also, Callan, Dashen and Gross argued [5] that the 
exchange of massless fermions gives rise to a logarithmic attractive interaction 
between instantons and anti-instantons. These phenomena simply indicate that the 
complete treatment of instanton interactions in massless QCD should involve the 
simultaneous study of the gauge field action, the effective action due to vacuum 
polarization of fermions, and the propagation of various fermion operators. (This is 
precisely the procedure which has been taken in the two-dimensional QED -the 
Schwinger model [6].) 
* Supported in part by the Department of Energy. 
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As the first step of such a scheme, in this paper we develop a systematic method 
of calculating the massless fermion propagation function and the fermion-induced 
effective action in the given background gauge field of an arbitrary number of 
widely separated instantons and anti-instantons. We will work entirely in 
Euclidean space-time and assume the SU(2) gauge group with Nr fermion iso- 
doublets (Nt: number of flavours). Construction of the fermion propagation 
function becomes quite delicate when the zero eigenmodes originally associated 
with individual (anti-) instantons gain small “energy” and become non- 
normalizable (i.e., plane waves asymptotically). It goes without saying that 
extreme care is necessary in dealing with interference between normalizable 
modes and the non-normalizable continuum. We resolve this difficulty by 
expressing the full fermion propagation function in such a background gauge 
field in terms of the fermion zero-modes and propagation functions (in the 
non-zero-mode subspace) in the individual (anti-) instanton potentials. The 
fermion-induced effective action can be obtained from the fermion propagation 
function by using the standard variational formula. The massless fermion 
propagation function and fermion-induced effective action exhibit a strongly 
non-local nature of instanton interactions with massless fermions. We also 
clarify the precise nature of the so-called zero-mode approximation [2, 131. 
Using the propagation function and the fermion-induced effective action thus 
constructed, we analyze the cluster decomposition property in massless QCD [2]. 
We demonstrate that, in the ordinary perturbation theory vacuum, the cluster 
decomposition for the correlation functions involving operators of non-zero chiral- 
ity is violated due to widely separated instanton-anti-instanton field configurations. 
The underlying mechanism is identical to that in the Schwinger model. Strong 
logarithmic attraction between an instanton and an anti-instanton, which is 
generated by vacuum polarization of massless fermions, is balanced by strong 
repulsion due to explicit fermion propagations. Analogous behavior in the 
Schwinger model has been noted by Nielsen and Schroer [7]. Here, we should 
mention that the cluster decomposition property in massless QCD has been con- 
sidered in ref. [2], but without due considerations (at least in the paper) of the 
strongly non-local nature of instanton interactions with massless fermions. The 
breakdown of cluster decomposition is resolved by going to the so-called 10) vacua 
[2]. Implications of our results to a variety of instanton-related problems, for 
example the spontaneous breakdown of chiral SU(N) symmetry, are under investi- 
gation. 
The plan of our paper is as follows. In sect. 2 we construct the fermion prop- 
agation function in the background field of an arbitrary number of widely 
separated instantons and anti-instantons in a systematic way. In sect. 3, we evaluate 
the fermion-induced effective action in such a background gauge field. We discuss 
the cluster decomposition in massless QCD in sect. 4. In the appendix, we discuss 
some properties of the fermion zero modes and illustrate the absence of normaliz- 
able fermion zero modes in a simple instanton-anti-instanton system. 
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2. Fermion propagation function 
In this section, we develop a systematic method of calculating the fermion prop- 
agation function in the background gauge field 
A;(x) = f A& z,) 
i=l 
where At,(x -2,) (a = 1,2,3) denotes a localized gauge field configuration with 
the center at x = Zi and the Pontryagin number w = f 1, i.e., A:+ for an instanton 
and AZ_ for an anti-instanton. (In this paper, we use a generic name, (anti-) 
instanton, to indicate any localized gauge field with w = + l( - l), not just the clas- 
sical (anti-) instanton solutions first found in ref. [8]. The most well-known exam- 
ples of such non-trivial localized gauge fields with w = f 1 are the singular gauge 
expressions of the BPST solutions [8] 
A;*(x_z) .$T=e-in.T/21 
g(x-z)2[(X-Z]2+p21e ' 
where the v-symbols are defined by [9] (CL, Y = 1,2,3,4 and k, I= 1,2,3) 
(*) 
1711YU = -77 
(*I (*I _ 
“@La > 77 kla - ckla 1 &ta = i6ka, (3) 
We assume that instantons and anti-instantons in the field (1) are widely separated 
from one another. Assuming that fermion zero-mode wave functions and propaga- 
tion functions (in the non-zero-mode subspace) in individual (anti-) instanton fields 
are known, we shall construct the full fermion propagation function in the back- 
ground gauge potential (1) in terms of those functions. The difficulty of this con- 
struction lies in how to disentangle interactions between normalizable zero modes 
and non-normalizable continuum. In particular, great care should be taken when 
both instantons and anti-instantons are present, since certain linear combinations of 
fermion zero modes associated with individual instantons or anti-instantons join the 
continuum in a non-perturbative way (see the appendix). 
Let us first summarize our knowledge about a single (anti-) instanton. ‘t Hooft 
noted [l] that, with the exact classical solution (2) as the gauge potential, there 
exists a normalizable solution to 
r,D,& = ‘Ye (a, - ig& * hh = 0 , (4) 
with y=&* = 7 &*. (We use the y-matrix representation satisfying {r,, yy} = - 
2&,, rc = - yeL and YS = yly2y3y4.) Explicitly [II, 
(5) 
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with r:’ = (T, f i) and the constant vector x* specified by 
According to a general theorem [4], if N, denotes a number of normalizable 
fermion zero modes with -& = f 1, then 
N+-N_= -w, (7) 
for each fermion flavour. In this paper, we will further assume that N+ = 0 for a 
single instanton and N_ = 0 for a single anti-instanton. We also note that the zero- 
mode wave functions (5) behave asymptotically 
90*(x-2)-G - 
i > I,‘,3 . 
(8) 
Ix--zl>>p 
Though the general proof is lacking, we believe that the asymptotic behavior (8) is 
quite generally true with any sufficiently localized gauge field of w = f 1. To 
support this assertion, more general field configurations other than the exact classi- 
cal solution (2) and associated fermion zero modes are considered in the appendix. 
From now on, we will thus assume the following for a localized single (anti-) 
instanton described by AZ, (x -z), 
(i) w = f 1, 
(ii) Az,(x -2) - 
Ix--zl+m 
0(1//x -z13) or vanishes faster, 
(iii) ‘y&D, possesses a single zero mode (IrO&(x -zi) satisfying 
Ystio*~x-z)= T’cLo*(x--L), 
$0*(x-z)-0 - lx--zI+cC ( ) ,x1,, . (9) 
The condition (ii) requires the gauge potential to be in the singular gauge. 
Due to presence of a normalizable zero mode, the massless fermion propagation 
function in a single (anti-) instanton field cannot be defined. Thus, we may regulate 
the zero eigenvalue by introducing a small fermion mass m and solve the Green 
function equation [lo] 
(y,D,+im)S,=Z, (10) 
where we employ the operator notations, S(x, y) = (x]S]y), a4(x - y) = (xllly), etc. 
Rearranging the fermion propagation function, we may write [lo] 
s*= [ 000: - lfYs+ 1 1 r 1 
n12 2 00+m 
2P-j--- Ys 1 -im 
00fi?12’ (11) 
We now note that, due to projection operators $(l f ys), the terms inside the 
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square bracket in eq. (11) have a well-defined zero-mass limit [9] 
On the other hand, 
1 IM”*i(4u*l+o(m) 
Pimp10(+m2XZ im ’ ( 
12) 
13) 
where I&*-) denotes the fermion zero mode discussed earlier. Using the represen- 
tation (12), it is a simple matter to show that [9] 
r,D,.S: = Z - irl/o-t)(~oA , (14a) 
[S:]‘= s: ) (14b) 
($o*Is: = s: 190-t) = 0 . (14c) 
The explicit expressions for Sk in the exact classical solutions (2) have been con- 
structed in ref. [9]. For 1.x - zi] + CO and ]y - zi] + co, the propagation function 
(x/S: Iy) approaches the free massless propagation function 
WOIY) = (~l(U’lY)~ (15) 
On the other hand, for /x - ti/ + 03 but ]y -2, I finite, eq. (14a) indicates that 
(16) 
where we assumed the asymptotic behavior of the zero-mode wave function as 
given by eq. (9). 
We now proceed to the construction of the fermion propagation function in the 
background gauge field (1). The gauge potential (1) has the total Pontryagin 
number w = n+-(n -n,), and, according to the general theorem (7), the operator 
y,D, possesses at least (n+ - (n -n+)] number of exact fermion zero modes. We 
again introduce a small fermion mass m to regulate such vanishing eigenvalues and 
define the propagation function S by 
a,-ig $ A,i*$T 
> 1 +im S=I. i=l (17) 
For small m and l/]zi - zi] (i # j, i, j = 1, 2, . . . . n), we wish to express S in terms of 
individual fermion zero modes’ Itioi) and fermion propagation functions Si defined 
by eq. (14). Here, we note that the operator -y,D, +im is non-hermitian, and we 
prefer dealing with a hermitian operator. We thus introduce 
_ 
S= -iy,S, (18) 
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then eq. (17) becomes 
. 
($D, - WS)S = 1, (19) 
where we denoted +,, = -iy,y, = - $. The operator f,D, -my5 is a hermitian 
operator and thus the inverse must be also hermitian, viz. 
g+=g. (20) 
Since this hermiticity relation is very useful, we shall first construct s as a double 
power series in m and l/d (‘& characterizes the relative distances between instan- 
tons and anti-instantons), and then use the relation (18) to find S. Note that we do 
not make any assumptions about the magnitude of md. 
Let us write 
s=s,+ : (s’l-S,)+i;, (21) 
I=1 
with 
& = - iy&, Sr = -iy5$ . (22) 
From eq. (19) and the relation 
[?F(a,-igA,i *&)--YsISI =Z-I~O~)(~LO~I 9 




d= i igq@(A, .&--Awi .g)(S:-S,)+m~5[$+i~, (S:-S,)] s (25) 
i=l 
Note that the function d is at most of order l/d2 or m. (Henceforth, we will use 
the notation O(m, l/d’) to indicate this.) At this stage, we find it very convenient 
to introduce Id,) by 
_ 
(?,.D,-~Y~)IQ~)= I&X) 9 (26) 
assuming that (xldi)‘s are sufficiently bounded at infinity. Later, we will be able to 
express Idi) in terms of $ and I$oj) (j = 1,2, . . . . n). At this moment, it is sufficient 
to note that the functions (rIBi> are expected to involve large numbers like l/m or 
Izi - zj13, since there is no bounded solution to eq. (26) with m = 0 and the 
replacement 
qMD, + +,(a, - igA,i * $7) . (27) 
(If there should exist such a solution, we could have constructed a completely 
regular massless fermion propagation function in a single instanton potential.) 
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As the starting approximation for F (see eq. (24)), let us consider 
f(O)= : ldJ(&7;l 
t=l 
Then, from eqs. (21) and (24), we obtain the integral equation 
s=s,+ i (s; -~o)+Fo’+~ti 
i=l 
=s+g, 
where we defined $ j by 
9=&o+ i (~~~o)+.P~, 
I=1 
jzig, ldiN4OiI+j@. 







the integral equation (31) takes the following simple form 
$ = ji IdiN . (33) 
Note that eqs. (29)-(33) are still exact. Moreover, the integral equations (30) and 
(32) do not involve the yet unknown ftmctions id,), and thus, by iterating these 
integral equations, one may calculate Y and $ to any desired accuracy. To deter- 
mine the functions Idi), we note that, from eq. (26), 
IBi) = 44Oi) 
(34) 
01 
jf, ldj)(sji -@jl12Oi)) = gl$Oi) . (35) 
In principle, eq. (35) allows one to determine IQ) to any,desired accuracy. 
However, for the purpose of practical calculation, eq. (35) is not so convenient 
since one often has to deal with the ratios of very small numbers here. Actually, it 
is simpler to use the differential equation (26) directly (rather than its integrated 
form, eq. (24)) and the hermiticity relation (20). This will be explained below. 
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From the hermiticity relation (20) and eq. (29), we conclude that 
where the estimate has been made from eq. (30). Using the representation (33) for 
$, the relation (36) now reads 
Eq. (37) implies that 
/Q)=EijlP,)+O(ti,$) (38) 
with the constants ~~j satisfying the hermiticity relation 
The numerical values of the constants C?ij may be determined by inserting the form 
(38) into the differential equation (26). 
Before we look at the differential equation (26), let us first study Iii), defined by 
eq. (32), in a little detail. Iterating eq. (32) once and using the explicit expression 
for I? (eq. (25)), we obtain 
where we used the ket-notation instead of the bra-notation used in eq. (32). 
Further ignoring terms of 0(1/d’) in eq. (40), we obtain 
+[&+j~lcs:-s,,] Wslh)+O ( 1 1 m2, mp z ) . 
(40) 
(41) 
However, we now note that the second term in the right-hand side of eq. (41) can 
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be written as 
. 
From eq. (43), it is a simple matter to obtain the result 
(42) 
(43) 
We have thus found that (j,D, - mrs)ljii) yields a linear combination of 
fermion zero modes. (For this, astute readers will realize that the first iteration term 
in eq. (40) is absolutely necessary.) This is precisely what is expected from eqs. (26) 
and (38). Now, let us define the constant matrices B’ and c by 
{g}ik = (4Okl(f~.Dw -mT5)lrjl) T (45) 
{e}ik = Cik t (46) 
then, from eqs. (26), (38) and (41), we obtain the matrix equation 
&=I. (47) 
If we denote 
(hilYSl4Oi) -&F 
(Si = 1 for i = 1, . . . . n+and&=-lfori=n++l,...,n), (48) 
($o;JigjFA,j * hjtioi) = ($ojligq,A,i * hI$oi) = gji 9 (4% 
eq. (49) indicates that 
{B}& = m&&k -a”ki +o( m2, mf $) . (50) 
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Since a”ti = aik, we have I? = g and C?;’ = c, up to the order being considered here. 
Moreover, from the asymptotic behavior (9) for zero-mode wave functions, we 
observe that, in general 
if w(A;) = - w(Aj) , _ LZji =
1 
O ~.7i’.Zjj3 ’ ( > (51) 
0, if w(AJ = w(Aj) . 
Also, simply by checking chiralities (or ys-symmetry) in eqs. (32) and (4.5), one 
immediately concludes that 
{i}ik = m{6$ik + O(m, l/d*)}, if w(A;) = w(Aj) . (52) 
From these behaviors, it is clear that the constraints C’ij are in general of order l/m 
or d3. 
Now, we thus conclude that the functions (di) are given by 
10,) = I@‘)+ 1s:) 
with 
(53) 
Due to eqs. (26), (38), (44) and (47), the correction 
(j&D, -mr#i) = I4Oi)-(f$w -mY5)161°‘) 
(54) 
(551 
16) in eq. (53) obeys 
If we denote 
IEi)= i~oi)-(j,D,-mys)l810’)‘, 
we now obtain the integral equation 
lCji)=Id{“‘)+SIL?i) 
Eqs. (29), (30), (32), (32) and (58) form a complete 
allow one to calculate S to an arbitrary accuracy. 
(56) 
(57) 
set of integral equations which 
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It is a simple matter to translate our findings for S into those for S via eq. (18). 
The results may be summarized by the following equations: 
S=Yi-2, 





R(m)= i igy,(A, *&-A&i *$)(SI -So) 
i=l 
j=l 
IQ?')= C;j{l~oj)+Rt(-m)I~oj)} 2 
CB=I, 
{Clik = Cik, {B}ik = imsik + aki, 





l&i) = I$oi)-(r$w + im)lQiO’), )> . (5W 
(594 
We) 
In leading order, the fermion propagation function S is given by 
S=SO+ f (SI~SO)+Cij{l~Oj)+R+(~~)~~Oj)} 
,=1 
(Precisely speaking, the expression (60) for (xlsly) is valid only for IX - yI<< m-‘. 
This is because a constant mass term in the Green function equation does not damp 
asymptotically. However, this can be easily fixed by keeping the asymptotic mass 
tail of a free particle when we take the zero-mass limit in eq. (11) and then repeat- 
ing the above construction.) 
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With the exact classical solutions (2) for AZ, a simple calculation using the 
zero-mode wave functions (5) yields 
for w(Ai) = 1= - w(Ak), where (qki)& is a real four-vector specifying the relative 
global gauge orientation according to 
e ‘Wk, r/2 =e ifl, .7/2 e -rq . T/2 
(qki)w = (Gki sin hfil , C0.S tl6JkiI) . 
For a specific relative global gauge orientation satisfying 
(62) 
(Zk-Zi)‘qki=O (63) 
the constants Cij involve terms of O(ltk -tiI’), and one must include the second (or 
more) iteration for IPi) in eq. (40) before one determines Idi) by eqs. (38) and (26). 
We have not done this calculation yet, and the physical significance of such specific 
relative gauge orientations are not clear. If all the higher-order terms also vanish, 
that implies the presence of an exact fermion zero mode. Thus, we may say that, if 
a certain widely separated instanton-anti-instanton system (i.e., n+ = n -it+ = 1) 
might possess an exact fermion zero mode, the relative global gauge orientation 
between the instanton and anti-instanton should obey eq. (63). 
In the limit m >>dP3, the expression (60) is reduced to 
s=so+ i [ s;+----- 
I4kdthil s 0 > 
i=l im 1 (64) 
which is the expression used in the dilute-gas approximation. For m s de3, it 
depends crucially on what kind of background gauge fields are being considered. If 
the gauge field AZ includes only instantons (or anti-instantons only), then a&, = 0 
and the expression (64) still provides a good approximation. On the other hand, if 
n, # 0 or it, one has to solve the full matrix equation (59h) and keep the full 
expression (60). For example, for n, = 12 -n+ = 1 (i.e., an instanton and an anti- 
instanton), we obtain 
s=s; +s;-so-+& 
m flal 
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(65) 
where the constant a is given by 
a = (&zl- WA,: - hhd . (66) 
Note that, in the limit m K l/izl --z~(~ (or, more precisely, m << Ial), the expression 
(65) approaches the following m-independent expression 
s=s’,+s;-s,,+a-‘{~~o~)+R+(m=O)~~”~)} 
xUIC102/+(Ilr&(m =O)}+(a*)-‘Il~o2)+R:(m =O)I402)] 
Here, we note that the terms like Ri(m = O)I&,J(q&/ in eq. (67) represent inter- 
ference terms between the zero modes and non-normalizable continuum, and in 
general are of the same order with, say, I$OI)(~OZl. For example, when x any y are 
close to ZZ, both (xlR’(-~M~~)b+hl~~ and M+hd(hl~) are W/(/ZI -zd3)). For 
a background gauge field with II+ # it -n +, even in the limit m c l/d3 the prop- 
agation function involves a singular term proportional to l/m as well as m- 
independent terms as shown in eq. (67). Of course, this implies the presence of 
exact normalizable zero modes for the massless Dirac equation, in accordance with 
the general theorem (7). 
The fermion propagation function (x/Sly), given in eq. (60), is particularly 
simple when the space-time points x and y are not close to a certain (anti-) instan- 
ton simultuneously. Namely, if IX - zil and Iy - zil are not simultaneously of order of 
(or smaller than) the ith (anti-) instanton size for any i, the expression (60) may be 
approximated by 
So+ G;l4oi)(~oil (68) 
The second term here is precisely what one would expect from the so-called zero- 
mode approximation [2,13]; i.e., restrict Hilbert space to zero-mode subspaces and 
find the inverse of the operator 
(9Oi)(tiOiIYpD~ + iml$ok)(~okl . (69) 
However, in a background gauge field which includes both instantons and anti- 
instantons, the zero-mode approximation (68) for (xlSly) is a bad approximation 
when X, y are close to a single (anti-) instanton simultaneously. Thus, to calculate 
quantities such as vacuum polarization currents (which involve the propagation 
function at x = y), one must use the full expression (60). Here, we note that the 
zero-mode approximation is a priori not justified in a gauge field including both 
instantons and anti-instantons. For example, in the instanton-anti-instanton system, 
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absence of an exact normalizable zero mode immediately implies that we have only 
a non-normalizable continuum (00 is a positive semidefinite operator). This 
simple fact indicates that, if one wishes to use the degenerate perturbation theory, 
one must do so with two normalizable zero modes and the non-normalizable 
continuum [13]. Acute readers will realize that we have effectively solved this 
seemingly very delicate problem with a judicious use of the propagation function in 
the non-zero-mode subspace. Finally, we note that, using the fermion propagation 
function (60) with appropriate regularization of short-distance divergences (for 
example, see ref. [ll] and also sect. 3 for the isospin current), one may explicitly 
verify the following divergence relations: 
J,(J,(x)) = -& Tr (r,(x]S]x)) = 0, (704 
~“,bbu~(x)) = -i&&b +gcd%)) Tr (Y&-~(~~~~x)) = 0, G’Ob) 
h(J: (x)) = 8, Tr (r~~(xlSlx)) 
= -2im Tr (~~(xlslx))-~~~“(x)*F:,.(x). 
P 
(7Oc) 
up to O(m, l/d*). We leave this exercise to interested readers. 
3. Fermionic effective action 
Using the propagation function constructed in sect. 2, we now calculate the 
fermionic effect action. The fermionic effective action Tf(A) is defined by 
er,(A) = det[-ir,(&-igA, *$)+m] 
det[-iy,a,+ml ’ 
(71) 
Using the variational formula 
6 In det X = Tr (X-‘8X) , 
we obtain (Nf: number of fermion flavours) 
(72) 
d4x(J;(x))SA;(x), (73) 
where the isospin current (Jz (x)) due to fermion vacuum polarization is given by 
(J:(x)) = i Tr (-y,$-“(xlslx)) . (74) 
The isospin current (74) is actually infinite, and requires a careful regularization 
and renormalization. The simplest regularization procedure is that of Pauli-Villars; 
i.e., introduce Nf number of regulator Fermi fields with very heavy mass M and 
coupled to gauge fields according to a minimal gauge-invariant coupling. Then we 
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may define the regularized isospin current such as 
(Jz (x))R = i lim Tr {~,~~[(xISIY)-_(XISRIY)IJ, 
Y+x 
(75) 
where the regulator propagation function & satisfies 
( ywD, f ibf)& = 1. (76) 
It is a simple matter to show that the expression (75) is logarithmically divergent as 
M + co, being proportional to 
(77) 
This is a standard renormalization problem and the infinity (77) is absorbed into 
the coupling constant renormalization. Thus, we may define the renormalized iso- 
spin current by 
K(xhen = lim [i lim Tr{y,t~a((xlsly)-(xlSRly))} 
M-+02 Y-+X 
+;&og”D,hF:,(,) , IT PO 1 (78) 
where ~~ is the renormalization mass necessary to fix the coupling constant. Now 
the renormalized effective action satisfies the variational formula 
6rdA)ren = -gN d4xV:(x)LSA:(x). 5 (79) 
For the background gauge potential (l), D~bF~,(x) is strongly localized around 
individual (anti-hnstantons, and thus, up to O(l/d2), the renormalization counter 
term in eq. (78) simply renormalizes the individual vacuum polarization currents 
due to non-zero modes. From the propagation function (60), we thus obtain the 
renormalized isospin current 
(81) 
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where we denoted Fzyi (x) = d,A$ - &,Azi + gc,bcALiA”,i. The exact expressions for 
(J; (x))ren in the exact classical solutions (2) (i.e., DZbFe,(x) = 0) have been cal- 
culated in ref. [ll] with the result 
p2?g~(X-z),~ra 
[ ( x  _z)2+p213 ern.r’2 . 632) 
We will assume that the currents (J”,i(x))’ are strongly localized around x = zi, as 
the expression (82) in the exact classical solution indicates. Note that the isospin 
current given in eq. (SO) is then strongly localized around x = zi’s. 
We now look at the variational formula (79) with the position variation of the 
ith (anti-) instanton 
= -Szi~$A:i(x-zi) 
=SZi,[F~:(X-li)-(dr~~b+Car~~i~X-Zi))Ab,i(X-Z~)~. (83) 
Inserting the isospin current (80) and eq. (83) into the variational formula (79) and 
using the conservation law (70b), we obtain 
SIf(A),,, 
6Ziv 
= -glv, d4X (J~i(x)):en+iCii{(~oiIX)+(~oiIR(m)Ix)) 
I [ 
x ~~3~“I(xl~~i)+(xlR+(-~)l~~i)} 
+ i i Cji{(4OjlX)+ (4OjlR(~)lx)I 
j#i 
X~~~~~{(xl~~~)+(xlR’(-m)I~~i~~]~~~~~~~~~~+~(~~~)~ 
We now note that, since the self-action is translation-invariant, we have 
(84) 
I d4x(Jzi (x)):,,Fz”, (X - Zi) = 0 . (85) 
Also, we note that 
~~~~il~~+~~~il~~~~l~~~~~b~“~~xl~~i~+~XIR+~~m~l~~i~~ 
’ = -WI 1 d4Y 4Ai(x -zi)ye$7” [SO(x, Y)+ i ($:(x7 Y)-SO(x, Y))]h(Y -Zi) 
i=l 
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-im 1 d4yBni(y-*i)[S,(y,X)+j~~ (S:(Y,X)-SO(Y,X)) T’~bLIb(X-zi) 
I 
=0 m,-$ , ( 1 
and thus the term proportional to Cii in eq. (84) may be safely ignored. Thus, 
ignoring terms of O(m, l/d’) or higher, eq. (84) may be simplified to 
(87) 
Using the explicit expression (59d) for R’( - m), we now note that 
Iv,ij zg(40i/YZwvi * ~~140j)+g($OilY~F~vi ’ b~+(-mMoj) 
=g(&i(~$~~i * $Q+SjigyAi * hlbhj)+O(m$ $) t (88) 
where we performed some simple manipulations analogous to the ones used in eq. 
(42). Writing 
#‘&vi * h = i[o,i, DviI, (D,i = 8, - igA,i * $7) , (89) 
the expression (88) may be also written in the forms 
I”,;, = -i(~OiI~vi~iI4hj) 
(90) 
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Similarly, we obtain 
+~(~~il~~~I~~i)(~~jIigY~A~j * hl$oi)+O( m$, $) . 
Inserting the results (90) and (91) into eq. (87) and using 






In the limit l/d<< m, the effective action rr(A)ren should approach the sum of 
effective actions due to individual (anti-) instantons, viz. 
rr(Ai)ren G i [Nflogm+r;(A,,)l+O(m), 
i=l 
where we denoted 
eWsJ = det’ - ir,(a, - igA,i *b) 
det - iyILafi I ren ’ 
(96) 
(97) 
(Here, det’ indicates that the zero eigenmode is to be deleted from consideration, 
and for renormalization, see ref. [l].) From eqs. (95) and (96), we can uniquely 
determine the fermionic effective action in the background gauge field (1); 
rdA),,,= Nrlog (det-iB)+,gi T;(A,J+O(m,$) . (98) 
In particular, for an instanton-anti-instanton system, eq. (98) gives 
It(AL = Nt log (m*+ Ial*)+ G&d 
(99) 
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where the constant a is given in eq. (66). We also note that, with the exact classical 
solution (2) as a single (anti-) instanton potential, ‘t Hooft evaluated Tf(Awi) with 
the result [l] 
T;(Api) = Nf log p; -$Nr log (p”p[) +2N,(O.1458 . ..) (100) 
Again, the term Nt log (det - B) in eq. (98) has a simple interpretation in terms 
of the zero-mode approximation [2, 131; it is simply the logarithm of the product of 
all the eigenvalues of the operator (69) in the zero-mode subspace. However, if we 
had used the zero-mode approximation (68) for the propagation function to cal- 
culate the fermion-induced isospin current and the fermionic effective action, we 
would not have obtained the result (98). (Even the leading term, Nf log (det - B), 
cannot be obtained this way.) As we have already explained at the end of sect. 2, it 
is crucial to include interference terms between the zero modes and continuum 
when both instantons and anti-instantons are present. In other words, the zero- 
mode approximations for the fermionic effective action in such cases are, rather 
surprisingly, the results obtained after including complicated mixing terms between 
the zero modes and continuum. We have also shown that there is no undetermined 
O(1) term in eq. (98). (This fact is important in the next section, in particular to 
establish eq. (109).) For m = 0, the term Nf log (det - B) describes logarithmic 
attractive interactions between instantons and anti-instantons. 
4. Cluster decomposition in massless QCD 
In this section, we study the vacuum structure of QCD with massless fermions, 
using the fermion propagation function and the fermion-induced effective action 
determined in previous sections. Without massless fermions in the theory, Callan, 
Dashen and Gross [2] and also Jackiw and Rebbi [3] showed that the physical 
vacuum states of QCD are the so-called 10) vacua (]0]<7r). Different values of 0 
give inequivalent vacuum states due to quantum mechanical tunnelling between 
topologically distinct winding number vacua (so called In) vacua). Of course, such 
tunelling phenomena may be described by (anti-hnstantons in Euclidean path 
integral language. On the other hand, there is no tunnelling between different 
winding number vacua with massless fermions present. It is then natural to suspect 
that the 10) vacua in massless QCD are merely gauge-equivalent copies of the 
ordinary perturbation theory vacuum In = O), with no physical significance at all. In 
the weak coupling approximation and under some plausible assumptions, we shall 
below show that this is not so. We will first show that the ordinary perturbation 
theory vacuum in massless QCD cannot be allowed since the cluster decomposition 
for certain correlation functions is violated. In the 16) vacua, the cluster decom- 
position is restored, and different values of 6’ correspond to different vacuum states 
since certain operators of non-zero chirality obtain different vacuum expectation 
values. 
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Let us imagine that the vacuum in massless QCD corresponds to the ordinary 
perturbation theory vacuum (i.e., unique vacuum), In = 0). If d,(x) is a local 
operator of chirality +2Nr, then, with the unique vacuum, we must have 
(n = Ol6*(x)ln = 0) = 0 . (101) 
We now recall that, for any proper vacuum, general quantum field theory requires 
the duster decomposition 
_ e 
(n = olo+(x,)o-(x,)ln = 0) -(n = Old+(x&z =OXn = Old-(x,)ln=O), 
lX,-*21-00 
(102) 
and thus, according to eq. (lOl), the right-hand side should vanish. We will now 
demonstrate that this correlation function actually approaches a non-vanishing 
constant asymptotically. For definiteness, we will consider the operators 
(103) 
where the notation: : implies an appropriate subtraction of short-distance infinities 
in such a way that eq. (101) may be satisfied. Using the Euclidean path integral 
representation, we have 
x : izl cLi(Xl)- 
[ 
l+zyI$n(xli]Nfl :[iT  Ciix2)~4iix*)]“‘:, (104) 
where, for a very weak coupling, we may take the normalization 
X-’ = [iBA”,],=o[9$][9$] 
I 
x exp {J d4x[ -a(a,A:a,sz”,)(a,A~-aA:i+i~~ i$iywa,fii] . (105) 
By the assumption about the vacuum, we only include gauge field histories with the 
total Pontryagin number zero in the path integral (104). 
Naively, one may expect that, for lx1 -x2/ + cc, the correlation function (104) 
will be 0(1/x1 --.x~I~~~), as the free field theory indicates. This is totally false with 
the background gauge field of the type 
A;(x) =A;+(x -z~)+A;_(x -22)) 
21 =x2, 22 “Xl, (106) 
where Al(Az_) describe a localized instanton (anti-instanton) with the center 
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x = z1 (x = z2). To see that explicitly, let us consider the simplest case, Nr = 1, and 
assume that an arbitrarily large-size instanton (or anti-instanton) does not give a 
significant contribution to the path integral (104). Then, for sufficiently large 
/xi -x2/, we may write the total contributions to the path integral (104) due to 
gauge fields of the type (106) such as 
(107) 
where the normalization No is given by 
JIiG’ = [i3A~]w=o exp 
I 
[-a 1 d4*(a,A:-~~~)(a,A:-aA~)] . (108) 
In eq. (107), Ir and S(xr, x2) denote the fermion-induced effective action and 
fermion propagation function in the instanton-anti-instanton background gauge 
field (106). Using the explicit expressions (67) and (99) (with m = 0) for S(xi, ~2) 





(n = OIO+(xl)O~(x,)~n = 0) 
= (dvo 1 [~AZ+L=I exp [-a 1 d4~~~,+F:,+] er;‘A~+il~o+(xz-;li12] 
where &,+(&_) represents the fermion zero-mode wave function in the field 
A:+(A:-). 
From eq. (107), we now observe that 
lim (n = Old+(Xi)d-(X2)/n =O) 
/X1-X2l-~ 
= (n = Old+(xJn = l)(n = lid-(x2)ln = 0) > (110) 
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where 
(n = lj&x2)]n =0)=X 
I 
[9A;+],&3&][9$] 
x exp [J d4x[ -iF;,+F;,+ + &n,41] : (LOAM: , (111) 
and (n = OlC?+(xi)]n = 1) ’ g’ 1s tven by an analogous path integral in the w = - 1 
sector. In fact, a straightforward calculation shows that the result (110) is true for 
all Nr. (Note that, to calculate the expectation values of fermion operators in the 
w = f 1 sector, the regulated fermion propagator (1 l), with the approximations (12) 
and (13), can be used effectively.) We note that a non-vanishing asymptotic value I * 
for (n = 0]O+(x1)O_(x2)]~ = 0) h as b een achieved by a precise balance between the 
rapidly vanishing fermion determinant [erf~]a]2Nf = O(l/]zl -ZEISS’)] and the 
rapidly increasing product of fermion propagation functions in the background 
gauge field (106) [S(xi, x2) oc u-i = O(/zi - t2j3)]. Analogous behavior in the 
Schwinger model has been noted earlier by Nielsen and Schroer [7]. For a weak 
coupling and if we can ignore arbitrarily large-size (anti-) instantons as we have 
assumed, one can easily convince oneself that contributions to the path integral 
(104) due to gauge fields of n+ = n -n+ # 1 are negligible in the limit Ix1 -x2] + co. 
Thus, we may conclude that 
I _ 
lim (n = OlO+(x1)O-(x2)ln = 0) 
/X,-X21+‘= 
= (n = Old+(xJn = l)(n = lid-(x&r = 0) 
#O. (112) 
This shows that the cluster decomposition is violated in the ordinary perturbation 
theory vacuum. 
It is well-known that general local quantum field theory relates the failure of the 
cluster decomposition to degenerate vacua, here, the 0 vacua. We will now show 
how the cluster decomposition is restored in the 10) vacua for the case of Nr= 1, 
leaving the cases with more fermion flavours to readers. In the 6 vacua (and with 
Nf = l), we have the path integral representations [2] 
(eld*(x)l@) =A” f J [9A~],_,[9$][%)] eine n=--m 
x exp (J d4x[-:F;J’;, +~~~~~~~]}:J(x)~~(x):, (113) 
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(114) 
where [9Az],=,, implies the integration over gauge field histories with w = n. In 
eq. (113), non-vanishing contributions come from the w = ‘F 1 sector only, and we 
thus obtain 
x exp d4x[ -iF;.,F;,, + r;(A,~il}l~~d~l’) 
ZO, (115) 
i.e., the operator d, obtains a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value. Similarly, 
in the limit [xi -xz/+ co, the path integral in eq. (114) obtains a non-vanishing 
contribution from the w = 0 sector, and thus 
,x,fxli_, (eld+(xI)a-(x*)le) = (n = old+h)~-(x2)l~ = 0) 
= (n = o~d+(xz)ln = l)(n = lid-(x&t = 0) 1 
(116) 
where we have used eq. (112). Writing the result (115) such as 
(L@+(x)]@) = ePi6(n = O@+(x)]n = 1)) 
(19]C?_(x)(t9) = e’“(n = lid-(x)]n = 0) , 
it is now clear that eq. (116) implies 
(117) 
(118) 
lim (8ld+(x1)d-(xA9) = (eld+(x,)leX~ld-(x2)l6), (11% 
Ix1rx21’~ 
i.e., cluster decomposition is satisfied. Different values of 6’ correspond to different 
vacuum states since the operators d* have different vacuum expectation values 
(see eq. (115)). The chiral U(1) symmetry is explicitly broken by non-vanishing 
vacuum expectation values for d,. However, it has been noted that, despite the 
fact that the chiral U(1) symmetry is spontaneously broken, we do not have a 
physical Goldstone boson since a conserved and gauge-invariant chiral charge 
operator does not exist in the 10) vacua due to the axial vector anomaly [l, 21. 
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Finally we comment on the relation (110). Though it looks like precisely what 
one would obtain in the dilute-gas type of approximation, the source of the term is 
quite different. To illustrate this, let us again take Nr = 1 and introduce the follow- 
ing source terms in the Lagrange function 
(120) 
Now, the correlation function (104) can be expressed as 
xri-i&k&) det-i(EI+~(1+~5)J++$l-~5)J_) det - id 1 J+=J_=O 
(121) 
For the background gauge field of the type (106) (i.e., an instanton around x2 and 
an anti-instanton around xi) and for large Ix1 -x2/, one may naively approximate 
the fermion determinant in eq. (121) such as 




det-id det - id 
= -~~~+l~-l~~+)~~~-l~+l~~~) e r;cA~+’ erkcAe-‘[l + O(J+, J_)] . (122) 
(This is the dilute-gas approximation.) Upon differentiating the expression (122) 
with respect to sources J+ and J_, one immediately obtains the result (109). 
However, this is not correct. Note that, in eq. (122), (&+lJ-1$~~+) (or (&,J+l&-)) 
takes the place of the zero eigenvalue for the fermion determinant in the instanton 
(or anti-instanton) field. But, external sources should be considered as infinitesimal 
(compared to any other parameters in the problem), and the approximation (122) 
will thus make sense only if PI possesses two exact zero eigenmodes. This is not the 
case in the instanton-anti-instanton system: here, the fermion zero modes in the 
instanton field gain “small energy” (and join the continuum) by influence of the 
anti-instanton (rather than J_), and uice versa. This makes the interaction of mass- 
less fermions with instantons strongly non-local, and one must proceed by calculat- 
ing the fermion propagation function and effective action as we have done in the 
present paper. In fact, the whole question of the cluster decomposition in the 10) 
vacua depends on whether these strongly non-local interactions in the w = 0 sector 
give the same contribution to (Old+(xl)d_(xJO) as the product of local contribu- 
tions in the w = 1 and w = - 1 sectors. This, we have shown in this section. 
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Appendix 
Let us consider the gauge potential of the form 
where R = (x*)l’*. For the gauge potential (A.l), a straightforward calculation 
yields the classical gauge field action 






where we used the variable t = log R. To have a finite action, it is evident from eq. 
(A.2) that the values of H(R = 00) and H(R = 0) should be either 0 or 1. Typical 
shapes of the function H corresponding to some interesting field configurations are 
shown in fig. 1; fig. la corresponds to an instanton in the singular gauge, fig. lb to 
an anti-instanton in the regular gauge, and fig. lc to the superposition of the two. 
We are interested in normalizable solutions to the Dirac equation 
(A.41 
It is a simple matter to show that, for any radial function H(R) with H(R = 0) = I 
and H(R = co) = 0 (fig. la), eq. (A.4) possesses a normalizable solution which is 
proportional to 
&+(x) = [ exp 3 j R H(:!- ’ dR’] qx+ , (A.51 
where the constant state vector x+ is specified by eq. (6) in the main text. Note 
that, for large R, the zero-mode wave function (A.5) behaves like 0(l/R3) regard- 
less of a detailed shape of the function H(R). We have assumed this asymptotic 
behavior in eq. (9) of the main text. Similarly, in a gauge potential with 
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H(R) (a) 
, . ..____. _____._____ 
t 
(b) 
Fig. 1. Shapes of the function H for (a) an instanton, (b) an anti-instanton and (c) an instan- 
ton-anti-instanton system. 
H(R = 0) = 0 and H(R = co) = 1 (fig. lb), there exists a normalizable solution which 
is proportional to 
(A.6) 
with the constant vector x_ given by eq. (6). 
To study the Dirac equation (A.4) with an instanton-anti-instanton system 
shown in fig. lc, we first note that the partial wave (f and g denote arbitrary radial 
functions) 
* = g(R)R-3/2 C’xw T~++f(R)R-3’2~_ 
is form invariant under the operation of y,D, with the gauge potential (A.l). 
Explicitly, 
(A.7) 
Since both zero modes given in eqs. (AS) and (A.6) belong to the partial wave 
(A.7), we may now conclude that, if there exists an exact zero mode in a widely- 
separated instanton-anti-instanton system shown in fig. lc, it must occur in the 
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With H(R = 0) and H(R = 00) = 1 (see fig. lc), it is a simple matter to show that 
there is no bounded solution to eqs. (A.9) and (A.lO). This illustrates the absence 
of normalizable fermion zero mode in the spherical-shell-like configuration shown 
in fig. lc; a singular instanton at the origin and a regular anti-instanton at R = a. 
By performing a conformal inversion around x, =z, (hZ>>]t]>>hI, see fig. lc) with 
the inversion radius p (A2 >> p >> /z I>> A 1), this spherical-shell-like configuration can 
be changed into the widely separated instanton-anti-instanton system in the singular 
gauge [12]. Since the Dirac equation (A.4) is invariant under the conformal 
inversion, the above example also shows the absence of normalizable fermion zero 
mode in that conformally inverted system. 
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